Diamonds have a long global history in which India
diamond trade in London. At the end of the commodity chain, De Beers's clever advertising campaigns convinced countless American men to spend what often amounted to several months' salary on an engagement ring with a brilliant diamond.
Yet diamonds have a much longer global history, in which India plays a pivotal role. It was here that diamonds were first mined, sold, valued, and worn. The cutting and polishing techniques needed to reveal the lustre of rough diamonds were also developed in the subcontinent. Unlike pearls, diamonds in their rough state are not especially attractive; moreover, unlike other precious stones such as emeralds, diamonds are extremely hard and can be polished only by using a rapidly spinning horizontal polishing disc and diamond dust as abrasive.
1 This basic technique remained unchanged for centuries. When horses, steam, and electricity became the subsequent driving forces of the polishing mills, the scale of the polishing industry expanded, even as the technique itself hardly changed. Innovations in the industry stemmed from the skills of cutters and polishers and their ability to develop new cuts.
Because diamonds are an expensive luxury commodity, research into the subject tends to focus on trade and consumption.
2 Processing is also important, however, as this highly specialized, skilled work adds economic and symbolic value to rough diamonds and is an important link between the traders of rough stones and the consumers of polished stones. With the voyages of exploration, diamonds and their finishing technique reached Europe, where a diamond industry developed in several European cities. Venice was the main centre in the fifteenth century, Antwerp in the sixteenth, and Amsterdam from the seventeenth to the early twentieth century. Then, after a relatively brief second period of bloom in Antwerp, the industry 'returned' to India in the second half of the twentieth century, where it developed on a massive scale, such that today more than 90% of all diamonds are cut and polished there. The finishing centres described in this article are not the only centres; however, they are the most important ones, with the largest numbers of finishers and the highest outputs.
By applying the global commodity chain as a heuristic instrument, this article seeks to show that shifts in the diamond industry were, and are, determined by changes in one or more segments of the global commodity chain. These segments -namely, mining, trading, finishing, and consuming -can be affected by external factors such as wars, colonialism, and myriad types of 'state' intervention, as well as by whims of fashion. It should be noted that these shifts were never absolute; usually, a small part of the industry remained, while the core of the
